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Prashant PanDay 

Consumers chase personalities,  
irrespective of the medium. radio 
brands with strong rJs do well. 
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What’s the most interesting thing you’ve done outside of work in 
the last 12 months? 
Lost weight! 17 kilos in all. I have always been an exercise freak, but 
I was a bigger foodie. I controlled that, and voila! I am now at my 
‘college days weight’!

Name a brand marketing executive or corporate personality - 
Indian or international - you admire. And tell us what about her/
him is admirable. 
Jack Welch, ex-CEO of GE. He was called “neutron Jack”, perhaps, 
unfairly. He was a brilliant strategist, led his company for over 20 
years, and delivered huge value to his shareholders. He was tough 
on non-performers, asking for the bottom 10 per cent to be fired, 
earning him his moniker. He’s my hero!

If your brand were an animal, what would it be - and why? 
I think it would be a leopard! We’re fast-paced, energetic, colourful, 
dynamic and beautiful!

What was the biggest challenge you and your team faced in the 
last 6-12 months - and what did you learn from it? 
For Mirchi, there were two challenges. One was traditional radio, 
where growth has been challenged by a poor macroeconomic en-
vironment, the spread of digital and the inability to hike prices or 
increase volumes beyond a reasonable limit. 

The second challenge was managing the transformation of 
Mirchi into a multimedia company, focused on providing “solu-
tions” to clients and creating content way beyond radio or audio. 
Everything is changing – the way we deal with clients, create con-
tent, train and motivate our people… everything. Today, core radio 
programming forms less than 50 per cent of the team’s KRAs – the 
rest is all exciting transformational stuff!

Which outside forces or trends impact consumer behaviour in 
your category most? Give an example.
First, consumers chase personalities, irrespective of the medium. 
Radio brands with strong RJs do well. Listeners chase RJs irrespec-
tive of whether they are talking on radio or tweeting or posting a 
video on YouTube. The second is technology. New smartphones 
come without FM tuners, so despite wanting to consume FM, many 
listeners are unable to do so. That is why we are now offering all our 
FM channels online. Anyone can listen to Mirchi, irrespective of 
the type of phone they use. The third one is a need to be connected 
in the form of communities, for example, through interactive 

media. The number of callers on FM stations is huge. People want 
to talk, be heard, and listen to others. It’s a community that works 
online too.

Marketers across segments have fetishised the millennial. But 
hand on heart, which demographic will drive growth for your 
brand over the next 12 months? 
Millennials are already too old! Which is why they are a great target 
group for advertisers. They have money and they buy products. 
In contrast, Gen Z is exciting from a programming perspective, 
but they are not a great source for business at this point. Business 
depends on current and future consumers. So, both millennials and 
Gen Z are important.

Nowadays brands get trolled all too frequently on social media. 
As a marketer, have your views on trolling changed in the last 
couple of years? 
Yes, they have. Earlier, we used to get very worried about trolling. A 
few thousand people tweeting with hashtags #Ban this and #Ban that 
would get us worried. Now we realise that these are passing non-
issues. As long as one creates value for consumers, they will always 
come back to you. Trolls are totally irrelevant.

If you could advertise on only one medium for the next 6 
months, what would that be - and why?
If I can’t say radio, I would say OOH. Outdoor is a medium where 
you just can’t miss the ads. If you are travelling by road, or by a 
metro, you have to see the ads. Ditto with radio. I have consciously 
chosen not to say “digital”, though it is a great medium. However, 
my problem with digital is the huge ‘skipping’ that happens – like 
banners being blocked and videos being skipped after six seconds. 
Also, the creative format has limitations – how creative can you get 
with a Twitter ad or a Facebook post?

What do agency partners grumble about most, today? 
They grumble that every media’s pricing is too high! All they want is 
cheap ads! They don’t care if the media is playing 20 minutes of ads 
in an hour, or 40. This is a huge disservice to their clients, but it is 
the truth. n 
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